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Is death freedom from this world?
The one's who knew you will soon FORGET
That you have now attained WHAT YOU WANTED
So why should it be HAUNTING YOU?

As the generations past and time leaves you behind
Existence will be now erased from other people's
minds 
So that once a living being affecting many other lives 
I can see that all you feel is PLEASURE

Are you unaware that there is comfort found in pain?
The endlessness of all the thoughts compounding in
your head
Shows you the tragedy of willingly, wanting to be here.
Existence is meaningless in OUR WORLD

Hurt that frequents your mind a constant memory
Of a life that is not always WANTING
To be free of all the PAIN AND HATRED
I can almost feel it WHY CAN'T YOU

Death is to be free of and to cause ultimate pain
Life is fleeting moments of regrets and poor decision
making
So many untruths to sort through never knowing why 
One day I shall understand why WE DON'T

Can't understand the mortality of man?
Why do I use words of hate to fund communication? 
Does the perfect world exist already, in my mind
I can see it, I can feel it
Is death freedom from this world?
The one's who knew you will soon FORGET
That you have now attained WHAT YOU WANTED
So why should it be HAUNTING YOU?

Death is to be free of and to cause ultimate pain
Life is fleeting moments and regrets and poor decision
making
So many untruths to sort through never knowing why 
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One day I shall understand why WE DON'T

Are you unaware that there is comfort found in pain?
The endlessness of all the thoughts compounding in
your head
Shows you the tragedy of willingly, wanting to be here.
Existence is meaningless OUR WORLD
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